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BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL BY MEANS OF SUCTION
G. lllaillart
Societe Rateau
Introduction I.
The present study ~asundertaken at the request of t~e Toulouse
Instltute of Aeronautical Experimentation and Research by the So-
'ci,ete Rateau, which had undertaken an experiment to rectify a model ot:
an aerodynamicw1nd twmel. for which the length ot: the d1t:t:u-
s~r had to be reduced, using the potential:1.ties of boundary layer con-
trol by means of suction.
The engineer charged with this question, Mal11art, was led, in
order to answer the request of the Toulouse Instit~te of Aeronauti-
cal Experimentation and Research, to undertake the problem and to
write at that time (i.e., in 1943) a report which constitutes the
study pUblished today.
The experiments undertaken were later finished and allowed attain-
ment of highly encouraging results which will be published eventually.
They partiCUlarly showed that wind tunnels could be constructed with
very short diffusers and with coefficients of use equal to those
realized in normal wind tunnelS, and this taking into account
the power necessary for suction.
Since that time, the Societe Rateau has continued the examination
and use of possibilltles'Dff~iedby boundary layer control by meano
of suction. In particular, since the libeI'ation of that territory,
it has pursued the study of its principal applications; that is) those
related to aviation, a study it began in 1939, from the' time when it
became interested in jet propUlsion.
The work which constitutes ,the SUbject of this publication thus
"* Numbers in the margin lndlcate pagination in the foreign text.
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is very incomplete from this vie\'!point and further developments, which
will eventually be the subject or later communications ,\'1111 be
necessary.
I. General! t:l.es • The Various Meth:2£sof Bou·ndary. L~ler Controls /3
The occurrence of friction between fluids and fixed walls 1s the
cause of all the differences that eat be noted betweeh actual and theo-
retical flows. Contrary to the conception of the mechanics of theo-
retical fluids, fluids adhere to the walls ana the transition of the
speed of the de-energized current to the wall occurs progreSsively.
When the speeds are high enough, this transition occurs within a re-
latively thin layer, called the boundarJL layer.
The tangential forces of friction that are produced at the wall
are part of the resistance of obstacles:. this is friction resistance.
It is not the only one, however, and there is another, constituted
by the perturbations which the effects of fricti9n cause within the
d:l.stribution of' nor-mal effects: this is shape resi~.tance.
As long as the boundary layers remain very thin, the flow of
fluid outside them is not very close to the theoretical flow and
the distribution of pressures is only slightly modified: the shace
resistance is weak. However, it is not always so and, as we know,
in all the regions where the streams of the bo~ndary layer are sub-
Jected to too great a slowing, separations of streams can arise and,
from the, results a considerable increase in the shape resistance
and a decrease in lift.
The intensity of these various effects is linked to the constitu-
tion of the boundary layer and the reduction of these effects by
action upon the latter is a natural idea which is as old as the theory
of the boundary layer.
The most serious effect, 1.e., that which is most likely to se-
parate actual flows from the theoretical flows, is constituted by the
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separations. It was in 'order to avoid these that boundary layer
control was first attempted. They are produced \'lhen the curve of
speeds is sufficiently attenuated by the effect of the general slow~
ing. Since the boundary layer 1s composed of streams whose energy
1s reduced, it is necessary e1therto give them a new complement of
energy or to replace them with others that do not have this defi-
ciency; hence, the ditferent ideas that have arisen concerning the
various methods of action to use.
It is natural to try to eliminate the exhausted stream,s by eva-
cuation through the walls; they are then automatically replaced by
adjacent sound streams which come in contact with the wall and so,
stemMing from the evacuation slot J a new boundary layer is formed,
more likely than the old one to resist subsequent separatjons. This 14
is boundary layer cor.trol by means o£....~~.ction.
One can also try to repel ~he exhausted streams away from contact
,
with the wall, by interposing higher energy fluid streams between the
boundary layer and the wall. These can be induced by an outside
medium: this is ~oundary layer. c9ptrol £;r' means of streamj.n.¥.}
the new layer, once injected, is in this case submitted not only to
friction on the wall, as in the preceding case of suction, but it must
also have sufficient ener'gy to be able to dratol along the streams of
the old layer, which were slowed by the previous friction. In the
case of streaming, one 1s in control not only of giving this
new layer a certain thickness but also of giving it a certairt desired
speed.
Streams taken within the fluid itself, ina high-energy portion
(i. e., outside the boundary layers) can be intel'posed bet\'/een the
boundary layer and the wall. This procedure, which has the advantage
of requiring neither supplementary energy nor any special appaJ;'atus,
does however require certain precautions: it is obviously 11ecessary
that the friction within the inflow channels of these streams not be
such that the injected layer 1s as exhausted as the one it is to re-
place; it 1s therefore necessary to taketh~ replacement streams 1n
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the ne1ghborhoodot' the point of impact or 1n the high pressure areas
Where the speed is slight enough and conduct them to the injection
points selected by convergent channels, as short and as slightly
curved as possible.
There 1s no reason to believe that suction should a prio£! give
better results than boundary layer control by means of streaming.
Inadd1tion, the experiments conducted up to the present time, as
faras these various procedures are concerned, are not numerous
'enOUgh to allow definite conclusions. l
Since 1904, \'lhen tneflrst experiments on boundary layer control
by means of suction were done by Prandtl, many experiments have b~en
performed involving suction as well as streamj.ng, and
many publications concerning these different proced~res have appeared.
Thebib110graphy relevant to slotted airfoils 1s especially large, which
could explain the great development the latter have undergone.
The present study, however, will be more specifically devoted to
study of boundary layer control by means of suction and, in the
following text, we shall tt'y to expose how this important question
appears today, with considtx'ation given to the various experiments
that have been published ,up to the present.
lIn the proces; of streaming with streams taken within the fluid, how-
ever, the necessary precautions are such that in practice, this pro-
cess Is used only in the' case of slotted airfoils, where its advan-
tages of simplicity have allowed considerable developmt;:nt of the
latter. In many cases, ·the regions where it is possible to select
the net.essary streams are very restricted and it 1s impossible to
layout channels. of suitable fon1 up to the position of the slot,
which often is rather far from those regions. Ce~tain unpUblished
experiments, performed at the N. P. L., would J usti fy this logical
opinion, which 1s expressed in the \'lOrk Modern Development in Fluids
.Ql..narnics, edited under Goldstein's directIon and in which an entire
chapter is devoted to methods of boundary layer control.
4
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According to the amount of evacuated fluid, a. more or less large /6
portion of it can be removed, reaching the entirety of the practical
thickness of the boundary layer.
Let us specifically study this effect. Let us suppose to be
known the evolution ofa boundary layer along a wall of an ordinary
shape (which \ole shall assume to be a plate for the sake of simplicity,
and also because this assumption is logical, :l.n virtue of the local
character of the phenomenon); this boundary layer is, of' course,
assumed to corr ~pond to ordinary pressure conditions;1.e., to an
evolution of the speeds of the sound flow, which is given a priorl
and corresponds, for example, to a slowing; we shall assume only that
the portion of the layer on which the suction is performed is located
upstream of all ~ossibl~eparatlon.
A .
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Figure 1
This layer can be laminar or turbulent. We shall not predict
further how its nonstitution is known, whether by expe~iment or by
calculation; in the case of a laminar layer, the calculation can be
done when the pressure distribution is given; in the case of
turbulent conditions, in every state of cause, and in the present state
of our understanding, only semi-empirical calculations can be made,
based on the corresponding theories of turbulent boundary layers" 2
If the layer does not separatft and remains thin eVerywhere, the
distribution of pressures on the wall 1s obviously the theoretical
distr'ibution. More exactly, it is that which would be produced in
the theoretical ·flow of a fluid around the same obctacle, assumed.to
be thickened at each point of the valu.e at \-lhich the slowin~ of
- . \
the boundary layer draws the sound streams away :'rom the wall. It
iS J as in the literal translation of the German expression
"Verdrangungsdicke" and the English "momentum thickness," the thick-
ness of displacement can oe deterl':1ined frolt the speeds within the
boundary layers:
1 C""s= -, (U - u) (IyU .0 . (1)
---..,.....---------------------------
We can define the lines of current of the.boundary layer from the
continuity equation and also know the value of the amount of· fluid
contained at each point of the wall, up to a given distance of the
latter. Suppose we wanted to apply suction to a certain amount ~
of fluid. We can do it in an infinite number of ways. The simplest
is to make a slot in the wall and suction out the desired amount
of fluid; in so doing, the lines of the current in the boundary layer
are disturbed, since one.o: them is a't a distance h from the wall it
-, .'
must, after the slot. come in contact w1th the wall (FIgure 1).
2 See, for example, an excellent summary of the corresponding methods
in Modern,gevelopments in Fluie Dynamics,. Goldstehl, ~hap. IV,
volume I, 'l'he mathematical theory of motion in a boundary layer. II
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The conrninatlon of the boundary
layer and the neighboring sound
. fluid must follow this movement,
---4-'----+----r-~_t---'-which modlfles the pressure condi-
tions. This is the well effect,
described by Prandt13 and Schrenk4 •
We shall return to it.
, x' y. We may also assume that the
wall is displaced by the amount h
(Figure 2), with the suction taking
Figure 2 place 1n the space thus created.
In so doing, the flow of Round fluid is not changed by the suction;
in other words, the value of the total displacement thickness in
relation to the old wall XY is not greatly modified •.
b) Effect of a Slot on the Distribution of Pressures /t
In the general case where the wall is not displaced, a sharp break
in the fictitious wall causes a change in the pressure conditions.
By going in the direction of the flow, there result pressure drops
3 . . . -----
See, for example, Burl Dissertation, Zuric~" 1931. See also Prandtl,
~~dynamic TheoIT, 1935, 3~ pp. l55-l60and Goldstein, tI0dern D~­
velopmc!l.ts in Fll~id D,ynamics, vol. II, pp," 1136-438.
4If there is no separation, the flow can be calculated by the theory
of perfect fluids, by adding to the wall upstream of the slots by in-
creased thickness equal toth~ displacement thickness 6 1 and equal
to 61- Besides, the decrease in flowq is equivalent to a breakace
in the hypothetical wall equalto q/U. 80that1n the case of Figure 1,
the displacement of the hypothetical wall is .(~'-&" +J) , which can
easily be verified to be ,equal to h. In the case of Figure 2, this
breakage is cancelled by the shifting, which has exactly the value of h.
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upstream of the slot and pressure rises downstream, which are
superposed on the evolution of the combined pressures.
This effect, which was ob-
served by Schrenk in suction
.___._ experiments on an airfoil,
1.0 0.8 0.6 __O4 ..0.2.-0.I.0 is perceptible at a rather large
distance from the slot. Figure
• - _ _ _, which reproduces the experi,
I _ mental results of said author
___ I ._0 shows that it is perceptible over
more than 2/10 of the depth of
. _ :,, . _g0 the wing at each side of the slot.
___ _S0 This effect was studied in greatera depth by Gerber [4] among the exp riment
which that author performed, certair
• __'__5 ones concerned the effect of a slot in
the flat wall of a channel, facing an ad-
Justable wall, adjusted so that
81___a _ the pressure upstream and down-
9_'_ I __I stream of the slot were the same;
this wall thus must compensate
for the breaking of the fictitious
wall p caused by the slot, in such
\
a way that the measured drops and
Figure 3 rise_ are entirely attributable
to the well effect. The contri-
vance of the experimental channel
8
' is schematically represented
In Figure 4, with the results of
the measurements in Figure 5,
-- taken from the original publlca-
publication.
In the Influenceof the slot on
the pressure conditions, it is
necessary to distinguish two
Figure 4 effects:
_25
' :).50
f
0.75
.i.O
I
Figure 5
i. One effect, which could be characterized as primary and
which is due to the general breaking of the entire section of the
fictitious wall located after the slot. This effect is eliminated
or at least considerably attenuated if, for example, this displacement !1
is compensated incidentally, as was ~h~ case in Gerber's experiments.
2. The well effect, which is produced locally in the neighbor-
hood of the slot, is above all due to the fictitious breakage
·produced by the slot being created abruptly. It causes pressure
drops upstream and pressure rises downstream. This effect cGr-tainly
depends on the shape of the slot and especially on its width. It
naturally depends also on the amount of evacuated fluid.
These two effects are obviously very difficult ,to separate. In
Gerbel',tsexperiments, for example, it 1s certa1.n t1}at the experi-
mental results represented in Figute 5 depend to quite a significant
degree or the manner in which the breakage of the main wall which
compensates the diminution in the amount of fluid is regulated. This
\'lall consisted of two right sections joined in a progressive fashion,
with the region of juncture located in front of the fissure and hav-
ing an l!.. priori fixed length and a shape not easily modified at \'111l.
It is certain that the results would have been different if any other
shape had b~en used and in particular, if a rectilinear wall had
been used, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 4.
The primary effect on the distribution of' pressures is particularly
noticeable when a channel (for example, that of a diffuser) is in-
volved, and it is obviously ail the more marked as the suctioned rIm1
is large in relation to the total flow. Some unpUblished experiments,
done in 1942 at the Societe Rateauon a diffuser with boundary layer' /11
control by ~eans of suct10n show (Figure 6) that the ~~rresponding re-
compression that occurs is a not insignificant part of the total re-
co'mpression to be effected.
Note. - The primary modification of pressures and the well effect
caused·by a slot, since they have an action' that" extends more or
less~pstream, obviously act upon the constitution or the boundary
layer at that site. The pressure drops due to the.well effect, which
corr.espond to a local acceleration, have in particular the verY,clear
10
a o
_L_r_'_-_-_'°'_°" effect of restricting its
._ __ development.
_-- c) Influence of the
.50 Shape of the Slot. Character-
isticCurvesof a G;.venSlot
.7_ ' The curve of distribution of
pressures on the wall and, in gen-
eral, all the characteristics of
the flow in the immediate neigh-
.. borhood of the slot, depend greatly
on the shape of the latter. The
Fig. 6. a) Theoretical slot must be adjusted for the eva-
i! cuation of the amount of fluid for
static press,_re curves;
.. b) with boundary layer
suction; c) without which it is provided. Obviously,
boundary layer suction;
d) slot. a determined amount of fluid can
be suctioned with any slot; in order
to attain this end, it suffices to use a large enough pressure drop
in relation to the pressure that reigns within the principal f?ow
at that site. There is, however, an obvious interest in reducing the
necessary pressure drop as much as possible. '_
Furthermore, the shape of the slot must be adjusted to a pro-
per evolution of the sheet of fluid assailing the new wall. Return-
ing to Figure l, it is seen that _here is necessarily a stopping point
on the back ridge of the slot. At that point, there obviously ex-
ists a pressure rise corresponding to the halting of 'the speed of th,_
stream abuttlng at that point. If the boundary layer is evacuated en-
tirely, this speed is that of the principal current, or else it is
more or less inferior to it; beyond that point, on the new wall, the
ll
pressure decreases and gradually regains its normal value. Corres-
ponding to this is agra.dual expansion of the boundary layer, t'lhich
is especially suitable to limit its thickening. If the shapes are
111 chosen and, in particular, if the slot is too wide, this stop-
ing point may be located on the insije of the suction channel and
the ,cunvclution of the slot's back ridge may, if it is too sharp,
be hazardous t~ a good conductance of the new boundary layer's streams.
There is also a certain interest in avo:1ding giving a large de-
viation to the suctioned fluid, for this would cause a pressure drop
followed by a useless recompression withitl the convolution of the
slot's front ridge. It is therefore· necessary to slant the ridge
as much as possible in the direction of the current, within the limit
of possibilities for execution and to give the front ridge an amply
sufficient roundness. In the same spirit, there is also interest in
giving it the shape of a diffuser in order to maximally regenerate
·the kinetic energy of the suctioned portion which, withOu.t that ,. would
be lost in the suct:1.on chamber. The width of the slot t of course,
must be adjusted to the amount of evacuated flUid, in an attenwt to
obtain as continuous as possible a speed gradinntfor the suctioned
streams.
The first. experimenters used ordinary slot shapes, often oon- . /12
sistingof a sharp interruption of the wall and sometimes made of a
single sheet of metal.
Gerber, on the other hand, uses a logical form of slot (re-
presented in Figure 7) which has, however, an angular back ridge.
The influence of slot shape was the, sub,iect of very few studies
until Gerber's experiments. Many writers on ~his SUbject give opin-
ions that are only valuable relative to the particular cas~i that
constitute their experiments, and which in any case can only be taken
'as evidence, so long as mc,ny systematic experiments have not been
performed~ Besides, the first authors, lacking precise data, made
12
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Figure 7
slots whose width, for example,
was chosen apriEri, and which
was more or less naturally adjusted
to the problem at hand.
Gerber performed some syste-
matic experiments which are in-
teresting to describe and to
analyze in detail. in ovder to
characterize a given slot and ex-
pedite the comparisons, however,
it is first necessary to relate
its effect to some dimensionless
coefficients.
\
....~.- :
The flow suction per unit of length of the slot must be corre-
lated to a reference length and speed. For the latter, it is logi-
cal to take the speed Voo ' or the theoret-ieal speed of the sound cur-
rent at a right angle to the slot, outside the boundary layer. As
for the length, it is logical to take it relative to the dimensions
of the boundary layer, immediately upstream of the slot.
Its thic~ne8~ ~an be taken but it is always very ill defined and /13
it is more wortl\:·:h.1J.e to take; for example, the displacement thick-
ness. The momentum thiclmess A, defined by the following equation,
is also
.
As 'we know, in a continuous boundary layer, the gradients of A
13
. -'.
are relatpd to the coefficeint of local frlct;ton5 J according to the
momentum theorem.
We shall choose the displacement thickness 0 as our reference
length. A flow coefficient cqcan then be rlefined by the equation:
,
,
\
( 2)
In truth, in each partic'ularcase any other characteri'stic can
b~ used instead of the displacement thickness. For airfoils,
for example, Schrenk and other authors use the depth of the wing.
Gerber uses channel height but it is, at any rate, easy to make the
necessary transpositions in each case.
In correlating q to a length related to the thickness of the
boundary layer, it is necessary to observe that the reference varies
with the Reynolds number used, which is inconvenient; but it is, on
the other hand, likely that the amount of fluid to be evacuated in
each case is a set proportion (or the entirety) of the boundary layer,
so that the value of the coefficient c corresponding to a given effect
. . q
in each particular case has chances of being ~lmost independent of the
Reynolds number, which is an advantage.
Likewise, V
o
can be ~eplaced in each particular case by any other
speed and, in the case of a~rroils in particular, by the speed
VC¥); this confers advantages when the. posltions of the slot andcon-
sequently VooJ vary. The definition given above Ly equation (2), on
the other hand, has the advantage of not being specific to the p'arti~
cular application of suction and because of this, is more general.
·In order to evaluate tl1e power expended to affect tlJe suction, it
is necessary to allow the auctioned fluid to be recovered in the su6-
tion chamber, recompressed by an adequate system and s~nt back into
r- •• -.-----
JGerber also uses a thickness of pulse
equation: (~i~~~~~.)11 . lJ~ .
which has the advantage of being. easily
the indications of a Pitot tube.
:;.1.;
-----
train length; defined by the
calculated by plan1metry of
the sound fluid with the same energy that the latter's streams
possess. The output of the fictitious compressor used may be assumed
to be equal to l, or to such a value as is deemed appropriate.
i
The second case corresponds more to reality but requires _ _'
rp__r_!iassumption Of a figure that can be highly variable according
to the case.
If Po is designated as the static pressure in the sound fluid /14
o d!_ectly above or below the fissure, the corresponding speed being
Vo and the static pressure in the suction chamber being Pst _,the
difference Ap = Po =Pst can be correlated with the level of speed,
which defines a pressure coefficient c :
P
,_! AP
¢p_[
Pvo (3)
The expenditure of energy, by unit of weight of suctioned fluid
necessary to affect its return into the sound fluid, is obviously
./
equal to:
1
eventually multiplied by the inverse of the assumed output of the
blower.
The coefficient Cp, llke the coefficient Cq, is defined by equa-
tion (2), a very general coefficient that does not presuppose a parti-
cular application for which the suction is used.
Just as for this last, then, it may be more practical in each
particular case to use a coefficeint related to ether references;
and.for airfoils to p_ and V_, for example. In any event, the
" transpositions are easy to perform, as for cq"
. The effect of a suction must be measured by reduction in boundary
15
/layer thickness. The displacement thickness, momentum thickness, or
any other dimension related to theboundary layer thickness can be
taken. We shall choose the relation k of the displacement thicknesses
upstream and downstream:
S
(4)
For a given slot, two of the variables k, c and c are func-
- tions of the third, q P
The experiments done by Gerber involved slots defined by the
sketch in Figure 7 and the corresponding Table. Since these experi-
ments were the only ones concerning measurement of the effect of a
certain number of slots and, because of their interest, we give
below the results obtained by that author.
The slots used are marked by the correlation of the width of
the slot's neck to the displacement thickness upstream. Further-
more, the author studied the influence of a shift 0 of the walls,
also marked by its correlation to _o" To give an example, the action
on the profile of speeds is given by Figure 8 for a particular case,
with analogous action in other cases.
The experimental results given in the form of values of k and c /16
as functions of Cq, have been deduced from Gerber's results (Gerber p
uses slightly different references) and are the subjects of Figures
9 and i0.
In Figure 9 it is seen that in order to realize the same effect
marked by a certain value of k, it is necessary to suction the same
flow for all the slots.
" Figure I0, on the other hand, shows very small and even negative
values of Cp (the negative ones due to the diffuser's effect), to the
. advantage of wide slots, without finding an optimum value.
16
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This last fact can be explained by observing that when & wide
slot is used,· the stopping point at the back ridge has a tendency
to be displaced toward the inside of the' slot. There thus tends
to be a benefit; f'orthe fluid deducted beforehand, from the natural
slowing that takes place in the neighborhood of a stopping point,
which explains the greater value of the coefficient cp obtained.
r.
I
k 0.5
. 0.4.-
O.S
0.2
O. I
0
+0.8 +06 +0.4
Figure 10
+0.2 o -o£Cp
On the contrary, the principal flux must, beginning at a certain
moment, pass around the back ridge of the slot, at the very least.
if its radius of curvature is insufficient, whi.cl1 can only be unfa.vor-
able to its evolution from the viewpoint of the fd.ction coefficients.
Thus there is probably an optimum, whioh can be determined only by
comparing on ~he one hand the benefit achieved and, on the other hand,
the extra friction that results from it .. The latter, however, llTaS not
measured by Gerber, and it would be desirable to have those experi-
ments completed in this senGe. That would allow detert:1ination of
whether' an optima'l width really exists, as 1s lilcely.
~s far as th~ shape of the slots is concerned, it is also
necessary to callattentiQn to a particular experiment by Gerber
'(reproduced in Figure 11), which compare~ tWO'slots that are identi-
cal except in the bending radius of the front ridge, which
differs in the two cases.
18
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Total pressurea)
• 0251--+--:-1-+--+--1
Probes of the boundar~lry
layer done in total pressure
rave been performed in the two
~ases for an identioal pressure
drop in the suction chamber.
They show an advantage for the
greater rounding. The values of
cq have not been indicated but J
as we know J they are almost in-
dependent of the shape of the
slot and depend only on k. It is
certain J according to the shape of
the sounding curves obviously
corresponding to different values
of k, that for a single value of
of cp,.theslot with greater
rounding allows a greater flow.
It is the equivalent of a wider shape; that is, it corresponds to
a greater resistance for the auctioned portion, which is logical;
that is in accord with an assertion by Schrenk(lO) that a rounding
of the entrance ridge gives the same result as e widening of the
slot.
Fig. 11.
~. Gerber's experiments, which are the most complete ones
we possess to date J correspond to a boundary lajer of a fixed shape,
obtained by a special procedure.
Strictly speaking, it is certain that the results must depend
on the distribution of speeds in the boundary layer under cOl1sidera-
ation, but it would be interesting to know whether the results ob-
tained are highly variable or are almost independent of it; however,
no completed series of experiments allows this question to be answered
at present.
/
III. ~pplicatio~s. History
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Th(;1 first experiments of Prandtl in 1904 (6 ) had aatheir oray
goal to confirm the hypothesis which stated that separations arose
from an instability in the boundary layer; they were performed on
a circular cylinder and resulted in the proof that it was possible J I:
by suctioning the boundary layer J to eliminate the vortex zone from
the rear of uncontoured bodies and to reestablish the
potenti?-l flow.
Boundary layer theory was still,in its infancy, and no one at that
time dreamed yet of the technical evolution of that process. It
was only in 1923 that Ackeret and Betz obtained a patent in Germany
for the application of boundary layer control by means of suction
to lifting surfaces.
,
The first experiments on wings were published in 1925 J in the
provisional proceedings of the Gottingen Institute for Aerodynamic
Experimentation. ( 7 ). It concerned measurements done on a Joukowsky
profile J in the course of ~hich separation of the large angles of
incidence was avoided by boundary layer' control by means of suction.
In 1926 J Ackeret pUblished in V.D.I. (8) a study that can be
considered the first general expositio~ of the SUbject. There for
the fir~t time other applications are discussed; in particular J
diffusers J diminution of resistance of spheres and the deviation of
a 1800 stream with a unilateralalignrnent.
The same year J at Zurich, he prasen'ced his work and ideas at a
lecture gi~en on the occasion of the second International Congress
Of Applied Mechanics (9).
At about the same time, Schrenk published in Z. P: M.(lO) the ex-
periments done at Gottingen on spheres with boundary lay~r control
by means of suction.
From that time on, the works specifically devoted to carrying
20
1928 in LUftf~hrtrorschunE (11),
in !iY!..!!~~b.rt.!9fs s-hun~,J.n
,• •iAA~~~~~~~:e~.~~~r.~~:~(~W~\,~?·~~~::~?'~~~~~~~~::~m
l:'~'~"'""""""~"""""'"~~......."""....---- \'~ 1t ),~ wings with boundary layer control by meu.na of suction mt,ltiPlied,1
i not only in Germany but alao in other countries and especially int;I the U.S.A.
U Schrenk's works were pUblished in
t then in 1931 by Z.F. M. (12) and again
f 1935 (13).
In 1927, Perring and Douglas published thei:£' ~xperimental re-
sults in' A.R.C. Report and Memoranda (14), and then Bamber pUblished
his in .!.931 in the N.A.C.A. RE:E0rt (15) and in the two preliminary
pUblications of the N.A.C.A.Techn~calNotes (16), (17).
As far as dirrusers are ~oncerned, the most interesting experi~ 119
menta at the outset were Ackert's, published in V.D.I. in 1926, and
then in France those of Margoulis, which were performed from 1.930
to 1933 and published in 1934 in La Te~hni~ue Ae~onautlgue (18).
In the follOWing sections, we shall examine the case of air-
foils and then that of diffusers, which 1s of particular interest
tq us.
IV. Application to Airfoil§
Boundary layer control 1:;ly means of suction, judiciously applied,
allows avoidance (at least within a certain limit) of the separations
that occur at steep angle of attack and increase the lift of air-
feils. However~ it significantly changes the tangential ~orces and
it is necessary also, as has been seen, to take account of the work
,expended, not only for the suctioning of the 1'luid but also 1'01' its
return into the sound fluid.
In order to obtain the resultant of forces on an airfoll,it
SUffices, as we know, to apply the momentum theorem to the fluid
contained in a closed contour' surroundj.ng the airfoil.
21
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When it is an ordinary airfoil, by reduci~g that closed contour
to the! contour of the airfoil itself» the resultant is again found
to be the sum of the normal and tangential forces on the wall. In
the case of an airfoil w1,th suction, it is moreover necessary to
take into account the momentum cOl~respond1ng to the suction and to
the removal of the flow of fluid traversing the slot.
It is known how the normal forces vary on the profile. If the
suction is effective and if no separation occurs, they can be cal-
culated up to the neighborhood of the slot (with the secondary well
effect put aside) by the theory of potential movement, by taking
into account (for greater precision) displacement thicknesses at
different points.
Let us note in this regard 'that, if the flow is two-dimensional,
the removal of'the surrounding suctioned fluid can only be performed
at one point of the wall. It is evident that there is interest in
removing it in the direction of the movement and at the back ridge.
It is then necessary, strictly speaking, to take into account in the
calculation the supplementary displacement thickness caused by this
removal (corresponding source effect).
In the case that would involve an airfoil of limited span and where
the removal would be done at a certain number of fixed points (whether
distributed or not over the ent1re span), thi~ would also be equiva-
lent at that site to a certain increased displacement thickness.
,a) Determination of the Resistance Due to Suction in the Case of /20
a Flat Plate
In order to study the influence of suction on the tangential
forces, with momentum taken into account, let us begin by rissuming
(for the sake of simplicity) that a flat plate is involved, with
suction performed by displacement of the wall; in order not to have
variation in the normal forces. Let us next apply the momentum
22
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theorem to a contour abcd (Figure
12),consistil1g of two perpendi-
culars to the wall, located on
both sides of the slot and a
parallel be, at a sufficient
,
distance from the wall to be on
the outside of tne boundary
layer.
:. __.... -_.~
Since there is no variation
in the displacement thickness from a to d, there is no flux along
be and the suction of' the boundary layer is equivalent to a force
. \
directed toward the rear; that is, unyielding and'equal to the
momentum F carried away by the suctioned fluid. The hypothetical
removal, performed at the back ridge and at the speed of the sound
fluid, is equivalent to a force directed toward the front, thus
propulsive and equal to IU •
. g
With E designating the energy expended for the extraction and
removal, the equivalent resistance to the suction is equal to:
. E IVF~U-g'
If the output of the pumping system is equal to unity, the
.Elxpended energy E w·ould. be equal to:
IU'L
_~c,
2 {} . . ,.
with Eldesignating the energy possessed by the suctioned fluid at
the site of its extraction.
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Of course" to this amount the tangenti.al forces on the plate, /;
along oa and d.f',. are added as resistance, it being understood that the
length bc is negligible. These latter are equal to the momentum
lacking in ab in relation to that in 0; and to that in gf in rela-
tion to that in cd. In sum, taking account of the difference of
momen't;uml:ilacking in ab and cd, it is easy to. see that the total re-
sistance is:
~ di g- (U - u) +V'If g
which could also have been obtained directly by. applying tae momentum
theorem to an ordinary contour C (Figure 12), completely surrounding
the plate.
"
If the pumping syste~ has an output equal to unity, the second
term of the resistance can be written in the following manner, with
u designating the speed of u stream at the moment of its suction,
o
and u designating the speed of removal, which we shall assume to be
different from U:
1 ~cIi (II - uo) (11 + I/o).U 2g
nux noplre
It is easy to see that the minimum total resistance is produced
when the entire boun(~ary layer is suctioned to. the trailing edge and ex-
pelled to the atmosphere at speed U_. The first term ther) canc,~ls
and the second is equal to:.
(6)~ c/ •...!. tV - /I).{u fI
an amount less than the resistance without suction, which is
equal to:
24
,The minimal
dinary output.
tj'pical point,
Suction thus theoretically causes a gain in resistance; however,
it is necessary to observe that suction, :§.ince it isperfor'med at the
trailing·edge, changes nothing in the tangential forces to which the body.
........._ • ... 1IlI . C
is submitted.
. ------
The entire difference, i.e., the increase, comes from the reaction
produced by.,the ejection system, which thus Seems like a momo-propul-
sive system. It is necessary to see what this increase corresponds to,
which is easy.
Let. us note that within an ordinary boundary layer~ the resistance.
corresponds to an energy equal to RU (R designating the totel resis-
tance), which is necessarily expended in turbulence; one portion is
within the boundary layer itself:
(. !!.!.. (U~ - ll~).),,, 2 g .
the other portion is dissipated in the wake, and the gain pro- /22
duced by the regeneration is equivalent to saving this ,other portion.
This assumes also that the pumping and expulsion system has an
outp,utequal to unity, which cannot occur in practice.
resistance could be calculated in the case of an or-
In the case of a total or partial regeneration at a
the resistance could also be easily calculated.
It is seen then that theoretically, if it is possible to reduce
the friction by means of suction, the tangential forces themselves
are not diminished~ On the contrary, they are increased if the suction
ii performed at an intermedi~te point, since a layer of exhausted
fluid with reduced speed ii replaced by a layer of higher speed, thus
corresponding to a greater 10ca1 friction.
There is only one case
gential forces themselves.
from the laminar area to
in which one could hope to reduce the tan-
This is the case in whi~h the transition
the turbulent area is acted upon, by moving
back the transition point. However, is suction capable of produci~g
this event or does it produce the opposite result?
In the same spirita~ tha precedi~g cansiderati9ns ,
\veske (in a study that appna.r(~d 1x~ 1939) performed rel'iearch with the
aim of diminishing the surfc?ce friction by streaming a fluid layer
of x'educed speed which has ,lmongother effects, according to tbe
author, that of delaying the appearance of turbulence. The advantage
obtained would tten be comparable to the loss of resistance appro-'
,priate to this process which, unlike the process studied above,
corresponds to a diminution of surface friction but to an bverall in-
crease in resistance; and this is in spite of the energy that uan be
recovered in the streaming system and consequently, differences be-
tween the momentums suctioned and removed by this system.
b) Case of Airfoils
In the case of airfoils, what has been said about the tan-
gential forces on a plate applies \'lith certain mod:l.fications; if the
suction takes place at a point where the pressure is less, for example,
poo, the difference on the suction energy (assuming an output for the
compressor), is more or less compensated by the kinetic energy of the
auctioned fluid, which is greater and can be partially recovered in
the streaming system. Certain differences also appear because of
the fact that the slots cannot be made exactly tangential to the wall.
The momentum equivalent to the suction thus has a component perpendi-
cular to the wall; the upper surface is, however, compensated by the
pressures on the edges of the. slot at AM and DN (Figure 13),'and by
the well effect, which is translated by pressure differences on the
sides AD and CD of the periphery of control and by the passage across /23
BC of a certain momentum. .Helati ve indications can be found by cal-
culating coefficients of lift'and resistance, in the case of air-
foils, 'with boundary layer control by meansoi' suction, in the stud:: es
of Schrenk (~u) and Bamber (24).
As far as the position of the slot in practice is concerned, arn,
the amount of fluid to suction in each particular case, it is reer
26
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that (bearing in mind what was said earlier for the case or the
flat plate) there is interest in doing the following:
1. Setting the slot as near as possible to the trailing edge)
i.e.) just before the separation point corresponding to the evolu-
tion of the boundary layer by the boundary incidence that is in-
tended to be reached •
•
2. Suct10ning the amount of fluid strictly nec~ssary so that
the bouridal"Y layer) after the slot) does not separate before the
trailing edge. If complete suctio~ of the boundary layer does not
produce this effect) it 1s necessary to provide ~ second slot. It
follows that since the position of the slot is necessarily free,the
best possible conditions are obtained when the amount of suctioned·
fluid varies with the region) i.e.) with the incidence. Inparti-
eUlar) at the values less than the boundary incidence) on this
side or which no separation occurs) His not necessary to apply
suction.
\
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c) EX2,erlme,nts.,9£ Schrenk and
Bamber
A
Schrenk's experiments (22) in-
volved a dense Karman-Trefftz
profile) very different from the
profiles used in practice. Since
the suction compres;3ors were lo-
cated on the inside of the airfoil)
practical considerations probably
influenced that choice. Schrenk tested slots of different shapes
and different lengths) placed In variable positions on th~ upper
surface. The best results obtalrlcdare represented in infinite
extension in Figure 14, ~hichtakes into account the power taken
by the suction. The corresponding characteristics of the suction
27
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are given in the table accompanying this figure,' in the .form 01' /25
the coeff1cients cq and Cpt correlated withrthe speed to infinity
and to the projected surface of the wing. According to Schrenlc t in
this f1gur>e the envelope"ot:allcthe.~'curves.obtained has been traced,
taking into account, in certain caser. an extrapolation justified by
the fact that the experimental conditions do not permit attainment
of optimal suction in every case. From these curves it would be
easy to deduce those in ordinary finite extension, with the i~plied
resistance theoretically depending only on the lift and, consequently)
the same with or without suction. This shows nicely how the theoreti-
cal lift" is approached without being attained, up to values ofc
z
~qual to 5~
~. - An important part of the trace of the dense profiles
whose back ridge is angular is due to the fact that the pressure does
not increase at that point up to the value of the. 'total dynamic pres-
sure, as the theory would predict. This effect is mainly due to the
boundary layer, whose displacement thickness, by joining~tself to
the wall) comes to eliminate the rear angular point, on the wall and
in the wake (Figure 16).
In elim1nating the boundary layer by means of suction one should)
from this act, regain a significant portion of the trace) by its in-
cidence on the distribution of pressures. Exper:'..ments undertaken by Ger-
. ber' (23) along these lines on two planes forming are-entry angle
effectively showed that the pressures could be increased in that re-
gionwithout it being possible) however, to attain the theoretical
value.
Bamber's experiments were done on an N.A.C.A.M. 84 profile, with
relative thickness less than that used by Schrenk, and indeed compar-
able to that of profiles used in practice.
The wing was tested between two circular plate~, which corresponds
28
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to a certain induced resistance,
whereas Schrenk's were done be-
tween two parallel walls, with the
resistance measured by probing
the streaming.
Bamber at the same time t'~st­
ed the suction and streaming sys-
Figure 16 terns. The slots used, howevel'
were the same in the two cases and were adjusted to the streaming;
i.e., directed in the direction of the flow. This explains the
results found by the author, which are noticeably more favorable
for streaming than for suction.
The width of the slot used by Bamber \'las about 0.67% of the
cord of the profile, whereas Schrenk found it'advantageous to use a
slot with a width of 3.8%. Bamber himself also recognized as pro-
bable that his results could have been improved by use of a wider
slot.
..
•
Bamber's results are reported in Figure 17 and Figure 18, taken
from the authors original report. In Figure 18, the lift coefficients
are entered in order, as a function of the Buctioned or streamed
flows, and compared with trre horizontal corresponcting to the theore-
tical lift. It is seen that with suction, the theoretical lift can
be exceeded. This fact can be explained by noting that in the case
of suction, the speed on the back of the wing can never exceed the
theoretical speed~ since the streams replacing the exhausted boundary
layer are taken within the sound fluid. By means of str~aming, on
the other hand, the energy of the replacement streams can be increased
at will, and can p~oduce an effect of ejection on the streams of the
healthy flow, so that the circulation around the profile can be increased .
30
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The transformation of kinetic energy into pressure with the dif-
fUsers requires particular precautions which are not necessary for
the reverse transformation and which are due to the thickening and
to the danger of separation of the boundary layers. In the case of
d1ffusers~ the pressure gradient must not exceed certain lim1ts~
which imposes a certain length or a maximum angle on these parts.
Despite these precautions and~ in part because or the importanbe of
the friction surfaces that result~ their yield 1s only moderate and
very much less than that of the parts that affect the reverse trans-
formation. Whereas the latter have yields that are only a few percent
less than unity~ the yields of ordinary diffusers are only about 0.80
at maximum.
The problem of diffusers 1s thus at the same time a problem of
yield and a problem of dimensioning. Boundary layer control by means
of suction allows tolerance of more important pressure gradients and~
consequently~ attainment of far mo~e rapid diffusions. The congestion
of the equipment is reduced and it becomes possible in a given oon-
gestion~ to obtain far more powerful diffusions. Naturally, as in
the case of a1rfoils, in the evaluation of the output, it is ,
necessary to take into account the power required for suction.
a) Diffuser Outpu~
Various definitions can be conceived for the output of a diffuser.
The problem can be that of maximum recovery, in the form of pressure.
of the kinetic energy of a given ~urrent. It is then logical to
co~relate the pressure increase obtained t6 the latter. The corres-
ponding perfect ~iffuser thus would have an infinite terminal sectio~.
An ordinary real diffuser then would only have an output ,less than
unity, even with a perfect fluid, since the remaining kinetic energy
would be counted as loss. Assuming the pressure and's~~ed to be uni-
formly distributed in the intake and outlet sections', Hs maximum
'31
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output· would",be:
(7f1
..
...
with So and Sl designating the intake an~ outlet sections •
Real diffusers corresponding to this proble~ in general open
into an enclosure where the pressure is uniform (case of wind,
tunnels), so that' their output can be determined by the measurement
of that pressure alone, :l.f the characteristics Po and V0 at the en-
'trance are assumed to be known. It is equal to:
This problem can also be slightly d:llfferent and can correspond
to the maximum recovery of a given kinetic energy for a ,fixed ter-
minal sectioD 9 corresponding, for example, to a pipe of arbitrary
diameter. In this case, the remainlnp; kinetic energy must r:ot be
counted as loss and the output of the perfect diffuser, having the
desired terminal section, should be counted as equal to unity.
The output of a real'diffuser can then be evaluated, accordiqg
to the value of the energy losses which it causes, and the latter
can te correlated either to the total kinetic energy in the intalce
section or to the portion of the latter which would be transformed
into pressure in a perfect diffuser.
In the outlet section, the speeds are not homogeneous. Evalua-
tion of the energy at this site should thus be done by a summation.
Assuming the static pressure to be almost uniform, this is (Figure
19) ,:
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"with V
m
designating the average speed in this section and dBl ) the
element of air.
\
... , ....
(9)
then would be:VOlThe output corl'elated to ·.P T
Thib expression, however, assumes that the kinetic energy of
all the streams can be recover~d. In the case of a flat p~ate with
a 'current, the same conception would lead to the definition of a
resistance coefficient by the value of the energy loss in the bound-
ary layer and not by the total loss, inclUding that which occurs. in
the wake •. \'1e can then, in a manner analogous to that allowing re-
covery of the value of the resistance coefficients, as they ere cus-
tomarily defined, assign to the diffuser the energy loss caused by
the homogenization of the speeds. This last phenomenon, which is
not produced within the diffuser itself but behind the outlet, is
due to its defective functioning (Margou1is [25J). We have then:
..
(10)
po
Figure 19
This expression itself can be
discussed. If we admit, in effect,
that the homogenization is produced
in a pipe of constant diameter and
that the friction on the walls of
the latte~ is to be disregarded,
as not being an integral p~rt of
the subject under investigation,
the homogenization is not effected at a constant pressure: There is
produced a slight pressure rise, due to the decrease of momentum that
accompa11ies the regularization of the distrlbuU.oli of speeds and
which is often confirmed experim~ntally."
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If we admit that the homogenization is produced ata constant
P1"(~Ssur'e, the' momentum of the jet remains invariable and the speed,
a ft. er' regularization is the mean square speed" greater than the
average speed. The pipe through which the stream would flow would
have a sJ.ightlydecreasing diameter and it would be necessary, in
the, equat;ion of the output, to introduce a slightly smaller section
in place orsl , which would be easy to calculate according to the
distribution pf speeds in the terminal section.
If
to the
-'-v~
6 2
fuseI',
/3
due
to
dif-
i.e.,
the energy loss in the diffuser, increased by what is
homogenization af outgoing speeds, were correlated not
but to the theoretical pressure increase in a perfect
\ .
: ',
\
\
\
1
I
the following expression for the output can easily be found:
l'l-Po__
:11 P V02[ (80)2J'
" P-2 1- S
' , i
(11) ....
If boundary layer control by means of suction is performed,
it is necessary to assume that the suctioned streams are returned
to the fluid after the diffuser, with the same energy, i.e., at the
same pressure and at the same average speed Vm. The energy thus
expended should be added to the losses in the expression f0r the
output. After this reversal, the section obviously increases and
becomes the hypothetical section S' l' equal to i) s~~ if C(
is the proportion of the suctioned flow. The same formulas as for
an ordinary diffuser can be .applied by taking S', 1 instead 'of 31
and, !ith the condition of adding to the losses the pumping power;
this last amount is (With ~' designating the pressure in the suction
chamber - see Figure 20):
( VI1~2 )« PI + P T -- pi ';
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Figure 20
. ',.
(12)
In his experiments, Ackeret
[26] defines the output by cor-
relating ~he pressure difference
obtained (PI -po) to the theore-
tical pre~.s.upp'. increase, 1.e.,
pVl[1 - ,(~7)~l
increased by the energy expended
by the suction, assuming the suc-
tioned fluid to be brought to pres-
taking into account an output of th~ pump-
With our notation, the expression he
P IJ " (8)' . p. -' p'
_ •- --9+ ;Jl (1 - ")3 - IX ~.
'Ii - 'V 2 S VO'J.,
. O. p- .p- . 22 '
sure PI without speed and
ing system equal to 0.75.
uses is as follows:
so the output is finally,.
,,,
t
t
;
(13) ,
Margoulis [27]' uses t,qO
different expressions, one of which
corresponds to formula 12; with
the assumption, however, that the
Buctioned fluid is recompressed
to pressure PI' but at null speed,
which gives the following formula:
'---k--'-'
,r
PI - Po (Sr)2 . . « (PI~- P'll
", = v:& + '..-.- (t - «'f- - :.- ,---:-v'--:r-.II , ..""). 'it II
Figure 21 PT· ~:-"2." (14)
with n as the output of the pumping sy~tem.
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The other is analogo~s to formula 9, which in the case of suction
can be written:
(15)
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Ackeret's experiments [26J were performed with two diffusers
with circular sections" having the same section l~atjJ~:= 4,
and with lengths equal to 2.21 Do and Do respectively. Their pro-,
files are given in Figures 21 and 22" taken from Ackeret's report.
The angles at the apex (20) of the cones ,
having the same intake and output sections and the same length are
250 4 and 53°4 respectively. An annular vertical slot was installed
at the distance equal to 1/3 of the diffuser's length" starting from
the entr.anc.e section. The pressure in the suction chamber was constant
and the variations in the suctioned flow were produced by a variation
in the width of the slot.
c) EXEeriments of Ackeret and Margoulis
/
The curves of the outpm; as a function ai' a are represented in
Figure 23 and are talcen from an analysis of Ackeret' s "lork" done by
Pat. Paterson ~8j. It is seen that an output greater than 0.8 was-
obtained in the two cases" with auctioned flow higher in the case
of the diffuser with a larger angle" however. The ratio of the power
expended for suct1.on to the kinetic energy dur'ing the unit of time
in the intake section of the diffuser (~), is shown as a function of
a in Figure 23. The output of the suction apparatus is taken equal
to 0.15.
The output represented in Figure 23 was calculated according to
the values of the pressure discussed in Section IV, which is shown
in Figures 21 and 22. According to the curve of static pressur~s,
which was shown in the same Figures, a pressure increase is estab-·
lished in the pipe which follows the diffuser and probablycorres-
ponds, at least in part" to the phenomenon of homegenization of
speeds which we noted above.
In Figures 21 and 22, the curve of theo~etical pressures (cal-
culated according to the value of the diffuser'S cross sections) was
also shown for comparison.
Margoulis' ~xperlments were done on diffusers with rectangular
Fig. 22. A. Theoretical
pressure; B. Real pressure
with slot; C. Real pressure
without slot.
and the same intake and outlet
/ at the apex.
I'
I .
'.1
I
11
I
. t.. 2<1
I
1R'l
I
I
I
sections consisting of two curved
walls, placed between two parallel
walls. The curved walls.corres- /3
ponded to the same profile as
Ackeretts long diffuser. The ex-
periments were performed in open
air on larger dimensions so that
the· Reynolds number of Margoulis'
and Ackeretts experiments were
about the same. The diffuser tested
by Margoulls eVidently corresponded
to a section ratio only half that
of Ackeretts and, therefore, to a
smaller difference; and the eq~i­
valent cone, with the same length
sections, would have an angle of 5°12'
The best results were obtained
when only the last two slots were
open and an evaluation of the out-
put, done by the author, resulted
in a figure of about 0.93, whereas
the output without any evacuation
is about 0.8 (follo~ing formula 14).
o 0.02 0.04 0.06 o.oa 0.10 i>(
Figure 23
The L 5 nl1ll slots were placed in the sites indicated in 1<'ig,
24, with the position of the first one corresponding to the position
of Ackeretts single slot. They
all opened into the same chamber
where suction was performed, so
that the individual flows were not
measured.
The diffuser studied by Margoulis already corresponded to a
good output) since it had a rather small difference, which is also
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indicated by the outlet probe taken \'lithout suction (Figure 24).
According to this drawing, the separation that occurred still affected
only a small part of the section. According to the same Figure, it
is seen tha.t suction brings about a good homogenization of the speeds.
VI. Conclusion
As early as 1904, Pl"andtl's first experiments showed that bound-
ary layer control by means of suction was not a chimera and one might
say that the experiments that took place: later have arrlply confirmed
the usefulness of the process.
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Fig. 24. Key: A. Closed slots; B. Slot 2 open;
C. Slots and 3 open
Its industrial ap~lications, however, have not been as fully de-
veloped as might have been hoped. It may be t.hat this is related to
the complexity of the operation which requires a compression device.
As far as aviation is concerned, the great development in slotted
\
I
r
.1
"
al1"foi13 (Which do not pre'5ent this inconvenience and \"hich in prac-
tice allo\\' substantial ·increases in lift)) has certainly contributed
to the hindrance of any development of airfoils with boundary layer
control by m~ans of suction. It is possible) how.ever, that within
this domain, their advantages will be more appreciated in the future,
especially for machines with great speed and large operating range,
which \I/ill require a rather large supplement to the lift upon taka-
off and landing, without harm to their normal aerodynamic qualities.
As far as diffusers are concerned, we shall cite a single in-
dustriai application of action upon the boundary layer, constituted
in fact"by streaming. It is the diffuser of the Moody hydraulic
turbine. In this case it is evident - just as for airfoils and for
the same reasons - that the economic benefit of the pr0cess cannot
be fully justified in the case of large apparatuses. Thib 1s exactly
the case of aerodynamic wind tunnels, which involve highly'develop<'!d
.diffusers. The gain that could be obtained in the dimensioning mUGt
be able (as soon as large wind tunnels are involved) to compensate
amply for the complication required by the suction eqUipment.
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